
Digital piano
Operating instruction



FUNCTION INTRODUCTION INSTALL THE GRAPHIC
Thank you for choosing this digital piano from our company.

This digital piano is elegant and exquisite, a perfect 

combination of the latest electronic technology.

Read this instruction carefully before using the instrument.

Use DREAM sound source
Its core uses French DREAM top sound source, digital sampling, 
for your performance to bring a realistic auditory experience.

88 progressive heavy hammer keys, all with heavy hammer keyboard
The 88-key progressive lever hammer keyboard gives you the 
real feel of playing on a grand piano.

Headphone jack
External headphone jack, in the front function box of the digital piano, 
easy to play without affecting others.

Audio jack
External sound socket, function board at the back of the digital piano, 
can be convenient for external sound,' performance playing.

Special remind:
This product is an electronic acoustic musical instrument. 
It is normal to have a little current sound in the speaker 
(two speakers or one speaker or earphone) after power on. 
Please keep away from radio, TV, antenna receiver, router, 
refrigerator, electrical appliances with motors and other RADIO 
frequency electrical interference sources during use.

Notice:
Portable pianos don`t  have  stands，
The bracket  is  selected  by  the  customer。
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Sound delay foot pedal interface

Plug the pedal wire end into the pedal interface of the pedal , you can connect 
the sound effect function of the pedal  (figure 5)

Audio input/output jack

1. Audio output jack can be connected to large speaker equipment externally.
2. The audio input jack connects external audio sources to the electric piano 
for playback. (figure 2)

Headphone jack

Connecting the headphones will automatically cut off the output of the 
keyboard's built-in speakers, making it easier to play without disturbing others. 
(figure 3)

Power Cable Connection

1. When using, connect the power cord according to the diagram, one end is 
inserted into the power socket in the piano rear operating board, the other end 
is inserted into the household power socket. (figure 1)
2. When not using the product for a long time, please unplug the power cord 
and keep it properly.

USB transmission interface

The USB transmission interface of this digital piano can be connected to the 
computer. Perform, compose, and store music by learning or playing the keyboard 
through pre-installed music software on the computer. Edited music and built-in 
accompaniment of music software can be played by software connected to inverted 
digital piano or played according to the accompaniment music. (figure 4)
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FUNCTION INDICATOR DIAGRAMP-5 PARAMETER INTRODUCTION P-6

Keyboard: 88 keys with heavy hammer keyboard

Timbre: 128 timbre

Rhythm: 100 kinds of rhythm

Demo song: 88 pieces

Output function: LED display

Timbre control: double timbre and double keyboard metronome shift and dynamic equalizer

Chord control: Single-finger and multi-finger chords

Recording control: powerful program recording playback function

Foot control: sound delay effect

Other ports: USB port. Audio input/output port Power port Headphone port pedal port

Dual Bluetooth system: Audio Bluetooth + data Bluetooth

Bluetooth password: 8888

Number of polyphony: 128

Panel diagram
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SPLIT

SPEED

8 METRONOME

Press the "METRONOME" button, and the corresponding indicator will light up. The 
metronome function will start and display "1-4", which is the first beat. Press again to 
display "2-4", which is the second beat. Press again to display "3-4", this is the third beat, 
press again to display "4-4", which is the fourth beat, press again, "METRONOME" is off.

9 CHORD

1. Press the "SPLIT" button to enter the dual keyboard mode
2. Play notes on the keyboard. At this time, the left and right sides of the keyboard will 
    emit corresponding instrument sounds.
●Use the dual keyboard function to assign two different tones (main and split) to the two 
ends of the keyboard, so that you can play one tone with your left hand and the other with 
your right hand to create an ensemble effect .

RIGHT KEYBOARD

Dual keyboard

LEFT KEYBOARD 

1 Press the "SPEED" button and then press "Select +" or "Select -"button to adjust the speed.
2. Speed control range (20-280), factory setting value is 120.

1. Select the rhythm you want to play. For details, refer to the 4th "RHYTHM" operation.
2. Press the "CHORD" button, the digital LED screen will display the chord and start to 
    enter the chord state
●Use the single-multi-finger multiplexed chord mode. If it meets the multi-finger chord 
playing method, the piano will respond to the multi-finger chord; if it does not meet the 
multi-finger chord playing method, it will recognize the response according to the single-
finger chord.
3. To play chords, you can use different fingerings to perform different performances on
     the accompaniment keyboard (1-34 keys from the left).
4.Press the "CHORD" button again to turn off the chord state.

POWER

 The processor chip of this product is complex, similar to that of a computer system. 
Sometimes it cannot respond, please turn o� the power switch and then turn it on to work 
normally.

TONE

RHYTHM

DEMO

 DUAL

Note! 

 

1. Press "power supply · switch to open position," power indicator light 
    and digital display screen "light up, you can enter the performance state.
2. Play music on the piano keyboard.
3. Please turn o� the power when not in use temporarily.

1. Press the "tone" button. When the button indicator lights up, enter the tone mode.
2. Press "select +" or" to "select -"any tone color, and the corresponding tone color 
    number is displayed digitally.
3. Find the tones you need in the appendix. There are 128 tones in total.

1. Press "RHYTHM", the button indicator will light up and enter the rhythm mode.
2. Press "SELECT+" or "SELECT-" to select any rhythm, the corresponding rhythm 
     number displayed on the digital LED screen.
3. Find the rhythm you need in the appendix rhythm list. There are 100 rhythms.

1. Press "DEMO", the digital LED screen displays the current demo song number, and t
    he demo song starts to play.
2. Entering the demo song mode, you can also use "SELECT+" or "SELECT-" to select 
    di�erent demo songs.
3. Press "DEMO" again to exit the demo mode.
4. Find the music you need in the appendix song list

The built-in music library of this product contains 88 songs. The built-in music can be 
used for playback and appreciation, and can also be used for learning functions to 
follow the melody on the keyboard.

1. Press the " DUAL" button to enter the two-tone mode.
2. When playing notes on the keyboard, two corresponding resonant timbres can be  
produced simultaneously. Using the dual tone function, two di�erent tones can be mixed 
together to  produce a sound, which can be mixed at will to create a new tone that resonates 
with the  instrument.
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 DUAL

13 Bluetooth mode

Note! 

Turn on the power to connect bluetooth automatically, connect bluetooth password 8888
1. Connect mobile phone, tablet, computer: Turn on bluetooth device such as mobile 
     phone, connect to PIANo-audio XXXX, complete the connection with the piano
2. Audio Bluetooth introduction: By using the music playing APP of mobile phones and 
    other devices, you can play music and enjoy songs on the piano through bluetooth 
    connection with the electronic piano
3. Introduction to Data Bluetooth: By using the music and playing APP of mobile phones 
    and other devices, you can play games and practice songs on the piano through 
    bluetooth connection with the electronic piano.

After starting Bluetooth, there will be Bluetooth communication and data 
scanning chip motherboard voice, which is a normal phenomenon. 
Please feel free to use it. After using Bluetooth, please turn off Bluetooth in 
time and disconnect bluetooth of mobile phones and other devices.
Piano-audio XXXX: XXXX represents the last four bits of code connected 
to bluetooth devices such as mobile phones. Because each Bluetooth plate 
is different, the connection code is different, which is a normal phenomenon.
Bluetooth connection password :8888

If you want to return to the original state of a feature, press "Reset" 
to do so. Effectively prevent digital piano often open/close start, the 
current brought to digital piano damage, effectively increase the life 
of digital piano.

11 FUNCTION

1. Press the first time to enter "Select +" or "select -" to turn on or off the force function.
2. Press the second and third times to enter the "function mode" button and enter the 
    equalizer mode. The initial value of digital display "096" can be selected by selecting + or 
    "Select -" to select the sound effect corresponding to different equalizer value (0-127).
3. Press the fourth time to enter the "Move mode" button, enter the move mode when 
    the digital display "O". Use "Select +" or" Select "to select different shift values (-12-12)

10 REC/PLAY

12 RESET

Press the "Reset" button to restore the function to its initial state.

Note!

1.Keyboard note recording
  Press and hold the "REC/PLAY" button for three seconds, the digital LED 
  screen displays "REC", enter the recording mode, play the keys to enter 
  the note recording, and then press "REC/PLAY", the recording ends.
  In the keyboard note recording mode, the "tone" can be changed for 
  recording, and 5000 notes can be recorded.
2.Press "REC/PLAY" again, "PLY" is displayed digitally, and the recorded 
  notes are played.
3.Press "EXIT" or turn off the power to delete the recording.
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product maintenance

Guarantee

Excellent maintenance and maintenance of the product can 
prolong the service life of the product and play a very important 
role in reducing failures.
Humidity and direct sunlight. Please do not overexpose to sunlight, 
air conditioning near or high temperature.
Do not use near TV or radio.
This product may cause interference between video and audio on 
television and radio.
In this case, keep the product away from the TV or radio.
Please do not clean with paint, thinner or similar chemicals.
This product can be wiped with a soft cloth immersed in a neutral 
solution and a neutral cleaner.
Avoid serious collisions to avoid damaging the housing and internal 
electronic components.
If the temperature is too high or too low, the image on the LED 
screen will turn gray and be difficult to read.
If the product is used at room temperature, the LED) screen will 
be automatically repaired.

1. If any quality problem occurs during normal use of the product 
(subject to the date of purchase and payment), you can enjoy one 
year free warranty service.
2. During the warranty period, a material fee will be charged if the 
damage is due to incorrect use or man-made causes.
3. No free warranty is provided under the following conditions.
a: There are no screenshots of the payment to prove the date of purchase
b: The purchase date has been changed
c: Damage caused by user misuse
d: Failure caused by force majeure 
(e.g. fire, flood, earthquake and lightning strike).
e: Failure due to unauthorized disassembly
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